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You need to engage the users, who are accustomed to different procedures.

You need to train them in order to exploit the potential of the new software

application, making sure that they know its procedures.

You need to provide user manuals and FAQs.

You need to make a help desk available.

You need to provide ongoing updates on the implementation of new features.

You will also need to do the following:
train the new hires;

repeat training in case internal processes undergo any changes.

What happens when your company adopts
a new software program?
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After the initial engagement and training phase, users need to deal with:

• new and often complex interfaces;

• complicated procedures they cannot carry out;

• countless steps without remembering how and in what order to perform them.

What happens?
• Loss of enthusiasm

• Need for new training 

• Continuous consultation among colleagues

• Constant search for information within user manuals

• Your help desk is bombarded with requests, often repetitive ones

• Processes and procedures are left incomplete

• Data input errors

• The application is generally not used, especially when

 its use is not mandatory

What about the users?
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Have you ever thought that 
one single solution

could be the answer to
all these needs?



myMeta is a compass.

Developed to become the second skin of any web platforms or applications, it 
is an independent and autonomous, yet perfectly versatile, software tool.

The support offered for the adoption of new digital tools becomes contextual 
and is delivered by a digital guide incorporated into your applications.

This means learning without looking information up in user manuals. 
Your training becomes truly experiential.

What



How
MyMeta allows to drastically 
reduce the number of training 
hours devoted to learning any 
web application, while 
ensuring its correct use. 
How?

BY BRINGING 
TOGETHER
the learning object and the 
learning method

BY SPEEDING UP
the learning time when
adopting any new IT systems 

BY SIMPLIFYING
the user experience without 
modifying your application

Step by Step Learning



MyMeta is the compass that 
leads the user through every 
step he/she needs to take, 
always suggesting what to do 
next. It can be incorporated 
into any type of application and 
used for any type of process. 
Why?

Why

IT REDUCES the cases of 
failure/abandonment and the 
support costs related to them, 
fostering operational 
independence

IT ASSISTS the user also by 
providing features for 
incorporating:

·  Videos, of an informational 
or training nature

·  notifications to inform 
the user about 
targeted actions or 
new developments

Step by Step Learning
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Learning Curve

"The average employee
spends 6.5 hours per week
learning or trying to learn"

"New hires who use old learning
methods take 8 12 months on
average to become fully productive"



When will you need it
the most?

When will you be able to 
grasp its full potential?

When

Digital transformation

Training and onboarding
of new hires 

Software implementation

Company productivity
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RESPONSIVE
Compatible with any type of browser
and device

INTERACTIVE
It does not show you the process,
it performs it 

CUSTOMIZABLE
Customization of paths and features
(e.g. by using video tutorials and 
notifications)

MyMeta allows you to go on a journey and equips you with 
a tool that is:

The journey



If you plan to achieve your
business goals by

you need to choose the right path!

Reach your destination with myMeta

involving each employee in
the use of your application

ensuring that users complete 
the processes they started

entering correct data into
your application


